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Background

The Special:Recent Changes page is a central starting point for many types of edit 
review. A main goal of the Edit Review Improvements project is to provide a more 

supportive new-user review process. To that end, we user-tested a suite of new tools 
Collaboration Team is planning for the RC page—intended for a beta option initially— 

that should make edit-reviewing more efficient generally while providing features 
that will help newcomers.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:RecentChanges


Background

A prototype page was developed for usability testing, and during this first 
round of testing, an updated prototype was iterated and tested based on 

ongoing research findings. The goal of this research study is to evaluate the 
usability of the new filtering capabilities on the Recent Changes page and 

gather general feedback about users’ related experiences using the current 
Recent Changes page or other similar tools.

http://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/translation/templates/index.html
http://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/edit-review/highlight-changes/index.html


Research Questions

Concept and Intent
● Do users understand what the filter categories represent, specifically the Quality, 

Intent, and Experience filters? 
● Do subjects understand what the different ORES (Objective Revision Evaluation 

Service) levels mean?
● Do users understand the difference between filtering and highlighting, and how 

they might use these singly or in combination?

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Objective_Revision_Evaluation_Service
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Objective_Revision_Evaluation_Service
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Objective_Revision_Evaluation_Service


Research Questions

Usability
● Do users notice and/or understand the default filters?
● Are users able to find the correct filters and use them in combination effectively?
● Do users find and learn to effectively use the highlighting to isolate targets?
● Can they manage and interpret the highlight colors?
● Do they find the “ignore highlights” button and understand its use?*

* removed after first iteration



Research Questions

Effectiveness
● How do users feel the new tools will affect their work and workflows?
● What are users’ reactions regarding the new interface and its  functionalities?
● Do users feel any differently about the new interface as compared to the current 

Recent changes page?
● Do they see that the new interface as being functionally neutral, inferior or 

superior?



What was tested

←
Prototype 
version 11



What was tested

→ 
Prototype
version 22



About the testing

● Moderated research sessions
● Prototype hosted on github

○ Some results directly and 
accurately associated with 
filters

○ Others results groups 
associated logically in relation 
to filters

● Research protocol
○ Discuss participants’ 

involvement on the wikis and 
current tools/workflows

○ Explore prototype Recent 
Changes page and trying out 
mock scenarios



About the testing

9 Participants

8 men, 1 woman
2 international users

8 primarily vandalism fighters
1 primarily user welcomer



Recent Changes (current)

Overview



Do users use the current RC page?

“almost never.”
“no, don't like [it]. clunky 

to use. not very 
user-friendly.”

“[it is] constantly being 
beat by other[tools].”

Users are 
looking to other 

tools to do 
what they need 

to get done.

Not really. 
7 of 9 

participants 
rarely or never 
check or work 

the page.



Then, what are they using?1

Watchlist P2, 3, 9

User/talk pages P9

Twinkle P1, 2, 4, 5, 7

Huggle P5, 6

IRC P4

RTRC P4, 5



And what are they doing?

Vandalism fighting P1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Welcoming new users P1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9

Helping new users P2, 6, 9

General edit-reviewing P1, 3



Recent Changes (prototype 1)

Findings &
Recommendations



Findings // Overall

Participants 1-5 experienced 
prototype 1.

All 5 provided positive 
feedback on their 
impressions and 

experiences of the 
prototype overall.



Findings // Overall

A common theme throughout testing was the 
filtering/highlighting functionalities’ learnability.

3 of 5 participants 
specifically indicated that 

they felt the prototype 
page was better than the 

current page.



Findings // Filters

3 of 5 participants 
autonomously expressed 

their interest in the 
filtering functionality. 

“i like this. this [...] adds a lot 
more specifics to a recent 

changes patrol”

“i like that [it] could narrow 
down stuff for me”

“i like it.  like all the options 
together, mark all the ones i 

want, get a filtered set.”



Findings // Filters

For 2 participants, the 
filter dropdown 

created a barrier for 
understanding.

They couldn’t see the 
results underneath the 

dropdown.3



Recommendation // Filters

Allow for users to visually see the results 
processing and changing as filters/highlights 

are manipulated within dropdown.4,5

✓ Change made in 
prototype 2



Findings // Filters

For all participants, 
there were varying 

levels of initial 
confusion about some 

filter selections.

Were the filters ‘and’ or 
‘or’ filters?

Could activating some 
filters deactivate other 

active filters?

“Better distinguish which 
filters overlap / are 
complementary”

Wants better logic “to protect 
me from myself”



Recommendation // Filters

Active filters and section filters to more clearly 
indicate overlaps and ‘active’ status.

✓ Change made in 

prototype 26



Findings // Filters

3 of 5 participants felt 
these filters should be 

organized on a 
gradient.

3 of 5 participants 
noticed and pointed 

this out without 
prompting.7



Recommendation // Filters

Organize content quality filters on a gradient.

✓ Change eventually 
made for prototype 

2 for P98



Findings // Filters

There was a mix of those 
who’d heard of ORES and 
those who hadn’t, but the 

participants’ understanding of 
Content Quality and User 

Intent filters were essentially 
correct.

However, participants still felt 
some confusions could be 

addressed.



Recommendations // Filters

Tweak the explanatory text in both the ‘What’s This’ 
hovers. Add a link to the ORES page for further 

information.9,10

✓ Changes made in 
prototype 2



Findings // Highlighting

All participants noticed the 
highlighting feature.

4 of 5 indicated that they ‘like’ 
this feature.

However, 4 participants 
mentioned that the colors are 

difficult to distinguish, 
separately and blended.

The other participant didn’t 
mention this problem, but 

called the green filter ‘blue’.



Recommendation // Highlighting

Add color dots to assist with identifying color 
combinations and color associations.11,12

✓ Change 
made in 

prototype 2

Same selected 
highlights, but...

???



Findings // Highlighting

Participants generally 
missed seeing the 

highlighting help text and 
the highlight filter on/off 

button.13



Recommendation // Highlighting

Try another way of 
presenting 

highlighting 
functionality.

✓ Change 
made in 

prototype 214



Findings // Review filter

4 participants were asked their 
opinion on the Pending / Complete 

Review filters.

These filters are meant to be able 
to represent any/all existing patrol 
edits features (e.g. Patrolled edits, 

Flagged Revisions, Pending 
Changes, or New Page Patrol).

All 4 agreed that these 
filters can potentially 

help prevent duplicate 
work and allow editors to 

be more efficient.



Recommendations // Review filter

Harness the benefits of existing patrolling 
features, and integrate them into the review 

filters in a clear, intuitive manner.

Determine through further user testing how 
much granularity to introduce to the filters.

X Change TBD



Recent Changes (prototype 2)

Findings &
Recommendations



Findings // Overall

Participants 6-9 experienced 
prototype 2.

3 of 4 participants provided 
majority positive feedback on their 

impressions and experiences of 
the prototype overall.



Findings // Overall

Participants generally reacted well 
to the changes made for Prototype 

2 from Prototype 1 feedback and 
also reinforced good feedback.

“Dots are clarifying”
regarding highlight dot 

indicators

“[prototype page] looks more 
clean than [current] page”



Findings // Overall

Only 2 participants over the course 
of testing expressed that they 

don’t intend to utilize this updated 
page if on beta/live.



Other

Recommendations



User Recommendations

● From prototype 1, a user wanted an option to clear all filters quickly
○ ✓ This was added in prototype 2.

● 3 of 9 participants want this page to update automatically
○ 1 of these wants this to be a function that can be toggled on/off

● 3 of 9 participants want to save sets of filters/highlight combinations to 
quickly pull up later

● 2 of 9 participants want a filter to show whether changes are lacking an 
edit summary (a possible indication of a vandalism edit)



User Recommendations

● A participant suggested making result lists exportable, so results can be 
further sorted and bulk issues can be addressed

● A participant wanted to see content categories augmented with 
WikiProject articles

● A participant requested example screens on a ‘help page’ of sorts, to 
better demonstrate how to understand how to use the new functionalities



Miscellaneous
User Recommendations

● Create a bot that welcomes new users
● Add functionality to globally increase/decrease font size



Researcher Observations

Though the highlighting functionality has been improved through 
iteration, users still have difficulty with various color elements.

P9 unintentionally chose the same color for two different filters, and was 
confused by the results.

Almost all participants, reviewing prototype 1 or 2, mentioned that the 
merged colors were unclear and sometimes misidentified colors 

directly.



Researcher Recommendations

Related to highlighting:
● Remove available colors as they are applied
● Consider fewer, perhaps just primary colors

○ Fewer options can sometimes lead to less confusion
○ Basic secondary color combinations will make more visual sense

● Make color dot indicators larger

Generally:
● Run upcoming beta version past Editing’s voice & tone designer



The tl;dr 
takeaway

CC-by-SA 4.0 - Zachary McCune

Overall, these new features are 
well-received. Users generally feel the 
prototype Recent Changes are 
improvements over the current and a 
majority think they would incorporate 
these features into their work.

Though features can still use some 
clarification, refinement, and ongoing 
iteration/improvement, using them is 
pretty intuitive overall and is a learnable 
process.

Prototype 2 is recommended to go to 
beta for further user feedback and 
iteration.



Resources

CC-by-SA 4.0 - Zachary McCune

General
● Recent changes filters research plan 

draft
● Participant recruiting Spreadsheet
● Prototype 1
● Prototype 2

Participant* Videos
● P4
● P7
● P8

* list shows only participants who did not limit sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yU1lRpFcmy0c4OnwpQWmx5Dz6r7e42LJyd28E_c0pRk/edit?ts=57e070aa#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yU1lRpFcmy0c4OnwpQWmx5Dz6r7e42LJyd28E_c0pRk/edit?ts=57e070aa#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yU1lRpFcmy0c4OnwpQWmx5Dz6r7e42LJyd28E_c0pRk/edit?ts=57e070aa#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yU1lRpFcmy0c4OnwpQWmx5Dz6r7e42LJyd28E_c0pRk/edit?ts=57e070aa#
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1m5xW12GdtKi_U3FnFybWUcSuavArigX_HwGSGJODI4g/edit?ts=57db13cd#gid=123664003
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1m5xW12GdtKi_U3FnFybWUcSuavArigX_HwGSGJODI4g/edit?ts=57db13cd#gid=123664003
http://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/edit-review/recent-changes/
http://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/edit-review/recent-changes/
http://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/edit-review/highlight-changes/index.html
http://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/edit-review/highlight-changes/index.html
http://youtu.be/icSYx3U0ldQ
http://youtu.be/icSYx3U0ldQ
http://youtu.be/nDgJFQazu9w
http://youtu.be/nDgJFQazu9w
http://youtu.be/6uvDTZvJk-4
http://youtu.be/6uvDTZvJk-4


Screenshot Attributions

CC-by-SA 4.0 - Zachary McCune
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9. WTbefore.jpg | https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WTbefore.jpg, CC BY SA 3.0

10. WTafter.jpg | https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WTafter.jpg, C BY SA 3.0
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12. Colorsafter.jpg | https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Colorsafter.jpg, CC BY SA 4.0
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Patterned background used throughout presentation: CC BY SA 4.0 Zachary McCune
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THANK YOU


